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Let G be any locally compact group and VN(G) its associated Von Neumann 
algebra as in EYMARD [3]. We show, for nondiscrete G, that the set of topologically 
invariant means (states) on pN(G) (denoted by TIM(G)) is not norm separable. 
In case G is second countable and nondiscrete, then TIIM(G) does not have w* 
exposed points. These results improve a result of P. F. RENAUD [7] who showed 
that F’N(G) admits a unique topologioally invariant mean if and only if G is discrete. 
We make at the end the conjecture which roughly states that for any nondiscrete G, 
TIM(G) does not possess w* exposed points. (For exact statement see end of paper.) 
Let G be any locally compact group. The Fourier algebra A(G) and 
its dual Von Neumann algebra TN(G) (isomorphic to D(G), L”(G) resp 
in the abelian case) have been defined and extensively studied by P. 
EYMARD in [3], whose notations we follow in general (see especially [3] 
p. 185). 
IE’or f E D(G) let ii/J, d enote the operator norm of ef : D(G) -+ D(G) 
defined by (@f)(g) = f * g (the convolution formulae are as in [4], consistent 
with [3]). /I /IQ is a C*-norm on the convolution algebra hi(G). The dual 
Banach space B(G), of the normed space (U(G), II II,), is identified in [3] 
with the linear span of P(G), the set of continuous positive definite 
functions on G. B(G) with the dual norm and pointwise multiplication 
is a commutative Banach algebra. The closed subalgebra A(G) (in fact 
ideal) generated by the elements of B(G) with compact support is called 
the Fourier algebra of G. We denote P,(G) = {U E P(G) n A(G); zL(e) = 1) 
where e is the unit of G. 
The Banach space dual of A(G) is identified by EYMARD in [3] to be 
the Von Neumann algebra on La(G) generated by e[Ll(G)]. Denote the 
pairing of this duality by T(u) (or 5%) for T E I’iV(G) and u. 6 A(G). 
We digress here from the notations in [3]. No ambiguity will arise since 
we do not use anywhere the notations on p. 213 of [3]. 
VrV(G) becomes a A(G)-module by defining for U, v E A(G) T E V-N(G), 
(u.T)(v) = T(w). One has IJu.Tlj < jlull l/Tll. 
Let y E vJ7(G)* (the Banach space dual of ‘cTN(G)). y is said to be 
topologically invariant if y(u.T) =y(T) for all u E PI(G) and T E ViV(G). 
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y E VN(G) is a mean (or a state) if y> 0 and y(1) = 1 where 1 E ViV(G) 
is the identity. If y possesses both the above properties then y is said 
to be a topologically invariant mean (TIM) and the set of all such 
y E VrV(G)* is denoted by TIM(G). I n case G is abelian, it has been shown 
by Dunk1 and Ramirez that y E TIM(G) C L”(G)* iff y> 0, y(l) = 1 and 
YV * 9) =w(9) f or all O<f ELI(G) of norm 1 and all g E,F’(G), [9]. 
If (X, Z) is a locally convex space (with topology z) with dual X’ and 
K C X is convex then x0 E K is a z-exposed point of K if for some x0’ E X’ 
one has x0’(x) < XO’(XO) for all xo # x E K. xo E K is a z - Ga point of K if 
(x0)= n? V, n K for some open V, C X, n= 1, 2, . . . . 
The main result of our paper implies the 
THEOREM: (a) If G is not discrete, TIN(G) is not norm separable. 
(If G is descrete then y(T)=T(&) is the unique TlM on V7N(G) (see [7] 
p. 286) where 8, E PI(G) is one at e and zero otherwise). 
(b) If G is second countable nondiscrete then T1M(G) does not posses 
w*-exposed points. 
We conjecture in the end that (b) holds for any nondiscrete locally 
compact G and show that it is enough to prove this for compactly generated 
G. We do not know to prove this conjecture even for the case that G is 
compact abelian nonsecond countable. 
The results in the body of the paper are somewhat stronger than the 
ones in this introduction and the main conjecture is slightly different 
from the one above. 
THEOREM 1: Let G be a separable metric locally compact group. Let 
PCPi(G) be convex and &EV,?V(G), n=l,2,.... If A=[w*clJ’]n 
n (y E T1M(G); y($,)=O, n=l, 2, . ..>#a. is norm separable or has w*- 
exposed points then G is discrete. (If G is discrete TIN(@) contains one 
element). 
NOTATION : Define for u EA(G), tU’: A(G)+A(G) by tu’v=uw. Let 
t, = (tu’)* : WV(G) -+ ViV(G) be the adjoint and define T, = tu* : ViV(G)* --+ 
--f WV(G)*. 
PROOF : Let D be a countable norm dense subset of PI(G) (use [3] 
p. 207). If y E Vi!V(G)* satisfies T,y =y for all u E D then T,y =y for all 
u EP~(G). Sinceif UEP~(G) andzc, E D, j/~~-~lj -+ 0, then llzc,.+-u.&I + 0 
for all 4 E IUV(G), thus 
Hence, if D= (wn>T then 
A=[w* cl K] n {y E WV(G)*, &I’)**y=O, y(&)=O, n>l} 
where I’ : A(G) + A(G) is the identity. Apply now our Corolary 1.3 on 
p. 21 in [Kj. It follows that there exists some yo E A n w* seq cl K. Let 
8 Indagationes 
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wn E F be such that for all + E VN(G), $(wn) + yo($). Then wn E PI(G) 
is a weak Cauchy sequence. By a theorem of SAKAI [S] the predual of a 
W* algebra is weakly sequentially complete. There is hence some ~0 E A(G) 
such that +(vo) =~a(+) for all 4 E VX(G) (i.e. yo is represented by an 
element of A(G)). Proposition 5 of RENAUD [7] p. 288 implies that G is 
discrete. 
REMARK : Assuming the continuum hypothesis we get that for any 
non-discrete second countable G and for any convex P C PI(G) 
card {[w* cl .7!] n TIM(G)} > 2~ 
if [w* cl P] n TIM(Q)#8, where card (c) stand for cardinality (of the 
continuum.) This is done, by noting that [w* cl J’] n TLW(~) does not 
contain w* -Gs points and applying a theorem of Cech-Pospisil. For 
details see our memoir [5] p. 61. It seems, as is the case for invariant 
means on o-compact groups, that the continuum hypothesis is not neces- 
sary here (see C. CHOU [l]). 
PROPOSITION 2 : Let G be compactly generated and nondiscrete. Then 
TIM(G) is not norm separable. 
PROOF : Let H be a compact normal subgroup of G such that G/H 
is second countable and of Haar measure zero (see [4] p. 71). It is shown 
in RENAUD [7] p. 288 that there is a linear isometry from the set of 
topologically invariant elements in ‘CTN(G/H)* into the set of topologically 
invariant elements in VN(G)* (which maps TIM(d?/H) into T1M(G)). 
If TIM(G) would be norm separable then TIM(d/H) would be such. 
By the previous theorem G/H would be discrete so H would be open and 
of Haar measure zero. This cannot be. 
NOTATIONS : Let K be an open subgroup of G, r : A(G) --f A(K) the 
restriction map TU= ulg and t : A(K) + A(G) the extension map defined 
by tv=$ where $=v on K and 0 outside K. By EYMARD [3] p. 215 r is 
onto and t is an isometry, tPl(K) C PI(G) and r(Pl(G))=Pl(K). Clearly 
rt: A(K) -+ .4(K) is the identity. 
REMARKS: 1. t**: VTN(K) * -+ VN(G)* satisfies t**(TIM(I?)) C TIM(B). 
In fact if y’ is any topologically invariant element of TN(K)* so is t**y’, 
sinceifu E PI(G) and4 E VN(G): (t**y’)(u.+)=y’(t*(u.4))=y’[(ru)-t*$)]= 
=y’t*$b= (P”y’)($b), since t*(u+$) = (ru). t*y3. [In fact if v E A(G) then 
[t*(u.+)]v=$(u$) =$(t[(ru)v])= [(ru).t*C](v)]. That t**y’>Oandt**y’(I)= 1 
is immediate since tPI(K) C PI(G). 
2. We show now that r**[TIM(@)]= TIM($). In fact r**t**: 
VN(K)*+ ViV(K)*isthe identitymap. HenceTIM =r**t**[TIM($)]C 
r**[TIM(@] by remark (1) above. But r**[TIM(@] C TIM($). Since if 
y E TIM(B) and ui E PI(K), ~$1 E ViV(K) then r**y(ul.~1)=yr*(zcl.(51) = 
=y((tul)-r*&) =y(r"$1)= ( r**y)QSr since if v E A(G) then ~*(ui.+i)(v)== 
= &(ui~) = &(r[(tui)v]) = [(tui) . r*+](v) thus r*(ul. 41) = tul .r*$. 
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3. t**: vN(K)* -+ VN(G)* is an isometry into. In fact by [3] p. 205 
r is the adjoint of an isometry from C,(K) to C,(G). Thus llril= llr**l] Q 1. 
If for some y E VN(R)* \\t**yl\<llyll then, since r**t** is the identity map 
one has /lyl\ = ilr**t**yll< Ilt**yl/ which cannot be. 
THEOREM 3: Let K be an open subgroup of G. Then t**: ViV(K)* + 
-+ VN(G)* is an isometry such that 
t**[TIM(lf)] = TIM(B). 
PROOF: Let y E TIM(G) and y’=r**y E TIM($). Let ~1 EP~(K), 
+ E VN(G). Then: 
since if v E A(G) then [T*(u~. t* 4)](v) = t* $( Ul ?“?I) = ~(t(zQrv)) = +((tul)v) = 
=(&.+)(v). Thus t**y’=y where y’ E TIM($). 
REMARK: We have incidentally proved that for all topologically in- 
variant ye VN(G)+ one has t**r**y=y. 
COROLARY: TIN($) and 571&F(G) h ave the same cardinality and one 
is norm separable iff the other is so. 
REMARKS: At first sight, this result is surprising. Since if G is any 
discrete group, then K= {e> is an open subgroup containing one element. 
And t**[TIM(I?)]=TIM(C?). We k now however that TIM(G) contains 
exactly one element namely the one defined by : yo($) = +( le). (see RENAUD 
[7] p. 286). The analogous result for topological invariant means on P(K), 
L”(G) is certainly incorrect. In fact take G to be abelian, infinite, discrete 
and K to be the trivial subgroup generated by e. Then L”(K) admits 
a unique TIM while L”(G) = Z”(G) admits many TIN’s (see [5]). Burther- 
more, theorem 3 implies for example that if G contains a compact sub- 
group H, which is open, then TIM@) and TIM(G) are weak * and norm, 
linearly (affinely) homeomorphic. If in addition H is abelian, then l!? is 
discrete and abelian and TIM(B) is just the set of invariant means on 
I”(@. We see hence that the w* (norm) affine structure of TDf(G) is 
unable to reveal too much information about the topological or algebraic 
structure of G. 
We continue to assume that K is an open subgroup of G. It has been 
proved in the proof of theorem 3 that if ui E A(K) and 4 E VN(G) then 
r*(u1-t*$)=ih-(b. (Thus r*[A(K).VN(K)]=[A”(K)]-VN(G), since t*: 
VN(G) -+ VN(K) is onto (EYMARD [3] p. 215). 
PROPOSITION 4: Let K be an open subgroup of G. If TIM(Q) contains 
some w*-Q point so does TIM(l?) i.e. if for some (4%) C VN(G) 
and yo E TIM(d) {ya} = {y E TIM(d) ; y(&) = 0, n> 1) then for some 
4 It’ E VN(K) 
{r**yo} = {y E TIM@) ; y(&‘) = 0, n 2 1). 
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PROOF : Pick any u ePi(K). If y E TIM(G), y(&.&)=y(&,), nal. 
Thus if we denote & = U. t* $,, one has r* &’ =a. 4%. Hence {ya>= {y E 
E TIM(G) ; y(r* &‘) = 0, n > 11, (using the above observation). 
We claim now that: 
P) {r**y0) = (y’ E TIM(R) ; y’(&‘) = 0, n > l}. 
That r** ys belongs to the right side of (*) is obvious from above. 
Let now yi’~ TIM($) b e such that yi’(&‘) = 0, all n. Let t** yi’= 
=yl~l’1M(G). Thenr**yi=yi’andr**yl(&‘)=yl(r*&’)=O. Thusyl=ya 
so yl’=r** yo which finishes this proof. 
This proposition reduces the burden of proof of the fact that “for any 
nondiscrete group G, TIM(G) does not contain w* exposed points (or 
w*- Ga-points)” to the case that G is compactly generated, in marked 
difference from the L”(G) case (see [5] p. 531. 
CONJECTURE. “Let G be any locally compact group. If for some convex 
set P CPr(G) and some &E VN(G), n= 1, 2, . . . the set 
{w* cl P> A {y E TIM(B) ; ~(4%) = 0, n> l} 
has w* exposed points then G is discrete.” This conjecture holds true if 
G is separable metric, by theorem 1 of the present paper. 
The reader should note that if G is even abelian and compact with 
prescribed discrete noncountable dual group 6 then the truth of our 
conjecture implies that the set of left invariant means on L”(G)=Z”(G) 
does not posses w* exposed points. This is part of a conjecture made by 
C. CHOU in [2] p. 301. For countable such 6 (i.e. in case G is compact abelian 
and metric) a weaker conjecture is proved by C. CHOU in [2] (no &‘s 
and no P are present) while the full conjecture (for countable 8) is proved 
in our memoir [5] p. 40. 
The Un&ersity of British Columbia 
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